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1.  Summary of progress  
 
The original idea of the project was to extend our 2D and 3D boundary integral (BIM) codes to 
incorporate the bimaterial effect and then use the codes to study earthquake sequences on 
bimaterial interfaces.  One of the main goals was to see how the dynamic effect of normal stress 
reduction during rupture would interact with interseismic and, in particular, nucleation processes, 
and whether the resulting behavior would show any preferential rupture direction.   
 
We have extended our BIM codes to simulate single instances of dynamic ruptures on bimaterial 
interfaces.  We have also worked on extending to the bimaterial case our BIM methodology that 
is capable of simulating thousands of years of slow loading and associated seismic and aseismic 
slip while incorporating all inertial effects of seismic events.  Unfortunately, variable time 
stepping that worked very well for the case of the same material on both sides of the fault does 
not lead to stable simulations in the bimaterial case.   To remedy the problem, we need to switch 
from semi-implicit to fully implicit updating scheme.  That would significantly increase our 
computational time, while still leaving us with a relatively restricted approach in terms of fault 
geometries and bulk properties. 
 
Hence we have concentrated our efforts on developing a spectral element methodology (SEM) 
for simulating long-term slip histories (Kaneko at al., 2008; work in progress).  By combining 
implicit quasi-static SEM with fully dynamic SEM, we were able to simulate a long-term slip 
history that included aseismic slip punctuated by a sequence of dynamic ruptures in a simple 2D 
earthquake model of a fault that separates identical elastic media.  The results are in excellent 
agreement with the boundary-integral simulations of the same problem.   Since SEM readily 
allows variations in bulk properties, and since the quasi-static part of the simulation is already 
fully implicit, extending the code to the bimaterial problem should not pose any conceptual 
difficulty.  Such extension is planned for this year.  While we have not requested any additional 
funds for 2009-2010, we still have funds from the previous year of funding to continue this work. 
 
While working towards bimaterial simulations of earthquake sequences, we have discovered a 
new mechanism for supershear transition on strike-slip faults (Liu and Lapusta, 2008, 2009).  
This mechanism is described in the next section. 
 
Publications and abstracts resulting from this work: 
 
Kaneko, Y., N. Lapusta, and J. P. Ampuero, Spectral-element modeling of spontaneous earthquake 
rupture on rate and state faults:  Effect of velocity-strengthening friction at shallow depths, J. Geophys. 
Res., 2008. 
 
Liu, Y., and N. Lapusta, Effect of rheological boundaries and weaker patches on supershear rupture in 3D 
simulations of earthquake sequences and aseismic slip, AGU Fall Meeting, 2008. 
 
Liu, Y., and N. Lapusta, Supershear rupture in 3D simulations of earthquake sequences and aseismic slip: 
effect of rheological boundaries and weaker patches, to be submitted to Geophys. J. Int., 2009. 
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2.  Supershear transition in the long-term slip history of the fault due to stress 
concentrations at rheological transitions 
 
While working towards bimaterial simulations of earthquake sequences, we have discovered a 
new mechanism for supershear transition on strike-slip faults.  In the 3D model, a planar fault is 
embedded into an elastic space.  On the fault, a potentially seismogenic region of steady-state 
velocity-weakening properties surrounded by stable regions of steady-state velocity-
strengthening properties (Figure 1).  We simulate long-term slip history in this fault model for a 
range of friction parameters and find that the rheological boundary between regions of velocity-
weakening and velocity-strengthening properties acts as favorable heterogeneity, promoting 
higher rupture speeds and supershear transition of dynamic ruptures.  During interseismic 
periods (i.e., periods between two large earthquakes), velocity-strengthening regions stably 
move with slip velocity comparable to the plate loading rate, while the velocity-velocity region 
is almost locked, with slip velocity several orders of magnitude smaller than the plate loading 
rate. The disparity in slip concentrates stress next to the rheological boundary and causes 
continuing "creep-in" of the stable slip into the locked region, creating areas of high fault stress 
(Figure 2).  Once earthquake rupture nucleates, it propagates faster over these areas of higher 
stress than over the rest of the seismogenic region, transitioning to intersonic speeds in some 
cases (Figures 3, 4).  The supershear transition occurs under the levels of prestress smaller than 
would could be inferred based on single-event calculations on faults without rheological 
transitions.   
 
Our results emphasize the importance of studying dynamic ruptures in the context of long-term 
simulations of fault behavior in 3D models.   The phenomenon of supershear transition due to 
rheological boundaries discovered in our work could not be established in prior studies, as those 
studies either considered single dynamic events, or simulated long deformation histories without 
inclusion of full inertial effects during simulated earthquakes, or studied 2D models.  Single-
event simulations do not include the effect of stress concentration along rheological boundaries, 
since the stress concentration arises as a result of prior long-term slip. Long-term simulations 
without the inclusion of inertial effects carried by stress waves cannot capture supershear 
transition, as this is an inertially-driven phenomenon that requires rigorous simulation of wave 
propagation.  Finally, 2D models simplify the fault plane to a line and cannot reproduce areas of 
higher stress at rheological boundaries parallel to the direction of rupture propagation. 
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Figure 1.  Distribution of friction properties on a strike-slip fault.  A potentially seismogenic 
region of steady-state velocity-weakening properties surrounded by stable regions of steady-
state velocity-strengthening properties.  The existence of rheological transitions on natural 
faults is supported by shallow and deeper postseismic and interseismic creep, limited dpeth 
extent of small events, and conditions that lead to velocity-weakening vs. velocity-
strengthening behavior in lab experiments. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.  Top panel: Shear stress distribution at the very beginning og the first simulated 
rupture.  The stress is uniform over most of the fault, except at the location of the earthquake 
nucleation (the darker ellipse in the left part of the fault).  Middle and bottom panel:  Sgear 
stress distribution before events 3 and 6 in the model.  The areas of the velocity-weakening 
region next to the rheological transitions have elevated shear stress.   
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Figure 3.  Snapshots of slip velocity for events 3 and 6 (white color shows seismic slip 
velocity, deep red shows plate velocity, black regions are locked).  The blue dashed line 
indicates propagation with the shear wave speed.  We see faster propagation near rheological 
boundaries, over the areas of stress concentration (Figure 2) which can lead to supershear 
propagation of the earthquake over the entire seismogenic fault depth (event 3). 

3rd event (supershear) 6th event (subshear) 


